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LIVIN’ LARGE AT
LAKE TAHOE
Toni Krasicki experiences the year-round brilliance that is Lake Tahoe.

ast year I arrived in Lake Tahoe
with snowboard in hand during a
particularly ‘light on the ground’ snow
season. Locals agree that coverage in the
2013/14 season was dismal compared to
the usual seven to eight metres. However
my timely arrival, on the cusp of a
snowstorm, sees just over half a metre of
feather-light snow settle overnight.
Pulling back curtains to see the
quintessential white wintery wonderland
is quite a change to my first snow-less
view the day before.

L

Lake Tahoe is an all-year-round resort,
where crowds flock to in the summer
months for hiking, biking, swimming and
water sports, and in the winter for the
snow. It’s hard to get my head around the
fact that in Lake Tahoe you’re more likely
to get bargain accommodation in winter
than in summer. For ski/snowboard
holidays, Australians heading to the U.S.
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are more likely to bypass the Sierra
Nevada’s,
favouring
the
more
internationally recognised resorts in
Colorado and Utah or even making a
beeline north for the Canadian Rockies.
To side step the slopes around pretty
Lake Tahoe is to miss out on top-class
skiing, spectacular views and in some
cases minimal crowds.
It was the 1960 Winter Olympics held in
Squaw Valley that put Tahoe and it’s nine
resorts on the skier/snowboarder map.
The Rat Pack hung out at Frank Sinatra’s
hotel, the Cal Neva Hotel-Casino
(currently closed for a multimillion dollar
overhaul), which surprisingly became one
of the most famous resorts in the country.
Tahoe’s shores are shared between
California and Nevada, and the only
difference in choosing where to stay is
the dilemma of deciding on how close
you want to be to the 24-hour Vegas-style

gaming tables and slot machines.
We test drive two resorts, starting with Mt
Rose (www.mtrose.com), the first resort if
you’re coming up from Reno in Nevada. It
has Tahoe’s highest base elevation and
although smaller than some of the others
around the lake, it’s unpretentious and
the deep bowls are awesome for
snowboarding. At least 50 per cent of the
resort is reserved for advanced skiers,
with the Chutes offering some of the
longest and steepest vertical runs in the
country. Unfortunately I miss out on
sampling these runs as they are closed
during my visit.
Crossing over to California we take the
Gondola from South Lake Tahoe village
up to one of the action hubs at Heavenly
Resort (www.skiheavenly.com). The ride
up the mountain is magical, with
expansive views over the lake and snowy

mountains beyond. Unlike Mt Rose,
Heavenly is big and brash, a trendy
resort where on a clear day the
pistes come with lake views.
Straddling the state line, the resorts
four-access points make the 97 runs
accessible from whichever direction
you’re coming from.
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If you are on a tighter budget and
want the advantages of being in a
city, Reno, close to South Tahoe, is
a pleasant option. Reno may not be
the glitzy tourist magnet like Sin
City in the south of the state, but
the city is having it’s own
renaissance. Be sure to check out
the up-and-coming downtown area,
which is abuzz with cool eateries
and hipster bars where you can rub
shoulders with both local beer
swilling blokes and bearded hipster
dudes at the same bar.
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Mt Rose – Unpretentious: www.mtrose.com
Heavenly – State line skiing/boarding: www.skiheavenly.com
Northstar – California cool combines sophisticated alpine village:
www.northstarcalifornia.com
Kirkwood - Big mountain resort with a small town attitude: www.kirkwood.com
Sugar Bowl – Passionate skiing families team up with adventure enthusiasts:
www.sugarbowl.com
Squaw Valley – 3,600 acres of skiable terrain equals one of the largest ski areas in
the US: www.squawvalley.com
Homewood – Frollic in the snow with lake views to die for: www.skihomewood.com
Alpine Meadows – Family friendly and Tahoe local’s choice: www.tahoeguide.com
Diamond Peak - Affordable ticket prices and uncrowded ski runs:
www.diamondpeak.com

WHERE TO STAY:
Hyatt Regency Lake Tahoe: www.laketahoe.hyatt.com
Right on the lakeshore in Incline Village, the Hyatt brings a lodge vibe to the
accommodation scene. The two outdoor hot tubs are a treat, as well as the heated pool
that offers comfortable indoor access so you don’t have to brave the elements to get
into the pool. The lively bar at the Lone Eagle Grille is popular with the locals and if
you have a sweet tooth the Baked Tahoe shouldn’t be missed. Make use of the one of
the campfires around the resort to fire up a ‘smores’ treat: marshmallow and chocolate
melted between Graham crackers.
Mt. Rose Ski Tahoe ‘Bargain’ Package: www.atlantiscasino.com
The Atlantis Casino Resort Spa in Reno offers ski and stay packages starting at
US$95pp. Chill in the award-winning spa after a day on the slopes and the Brine
Inhalation-Light Therapy Lounge is a good substitute if you are missing the ocean air.

THINGS TO DO:
Guided Snowshoe Tours: www.tahoeadventurecompany.com
Trek through wintery forests by day or at night try the Full Moon and Star Gazing tours,
with the latter led by an astronomer.
Cross-country Skiing: www.tahoeadventuresports.com
Try any of the ski parks that have groomed paths for those who like their terrain flat.
Snowmobiling: www.zephyrcove.com/snowmobiling.aspx
An exhilarating ride with the promise of smashing views.

The writer was a guest of Nevada Commission on Tourism (www.travelnevada.com).
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